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THE DIALECT OF FILEY (YORKSHIRE, EAST 
RIDING): THE VOWELS OF STRESSED SYLLABLES 

By J. D. A. WIDDOWSON 

There is evidence of considerable variation at the phonetic level in 
the dialect of Filey. This phenomenon, though undoubtedly recognized, 
has not been demonstrated in detail, to my knowledge, for any specific 
locality, and research into the living speech of Filey suggests that it may 
be a fruitful ground for further study. The fact that Filey may be 
designated a dialectal relic area makes it especially prone to those 
pressures which may bring about a considerable modification or even 
a breakdown of its traditional phonemic system. Such pressures, based 
chiefly on a variety of Northern regional pronunciation, have had and 
are having a considerable influence on the local speech. 

In order to elicit the range of phonetic variants, informal tape-
recordings were made of some 25 principal native informants in Filey 
between i960 and 1964. These recordings were supplemented by 
impressionistic transcriptions of a much smaller number of individual 
words and phrases from casual utterance. Since the process of change is 
still continuing, it was felt that the use of the more formal questionnaire 
technique would tend to make speakers more self-conscious and 
deliberate in their speech and thus precondition their responses to 
a greater extent than during informal conversation. Attention was 
therefore concentrated on the recording of free conversation under the 
most informal conditions possible. Individual words were then selected 
for analysis from the transcription of the speech continuum. As the 
average age of the informants was 65 the conclusions naturally reflect 
the traditional and conservative local, usage, but the wide range of 
phonetic variation indicates the presence of the encroaching Northern 
Regional Standard and of other sounds intermediate between the two 
systems. The principal phonetic variants in the vowel sounds of 
syllables under strongest stress are presented in the following tabulated 
analysis. 

1. The Filey dialect has the following vowel sounds in stressed 
positions: 
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Short vowels [i, t, i, e, 0, e, oe, se, a, B, a, r>, o, A, o,Y, o ,« , 9]. 
Long vowels [i:, t:, e:, E:, as:, a:, a:, r>:, 0:, o:, o:, u : , « : , 9:, 6:]. 
Diphthongs [ii, ig, ti, ti, to, tu, t9, ii, it, 4o, iu, et, ei, eg, st, si, £9, aet, 839, 
at, a*, ao, ag, Bt, BO, at, ai, ao, au, a», ag, Dt, TO, DO, DU, TO*, D9, ot, oi, 
oo, ou, ou, 09, AO, ot, oi, 00, ou, ou, 09, Vo,TSu, ot, oi, ou, ou, 09, its, 
U9, -uo, mu, 9t], 

Short Vowels 

2. [i] is the close front tense unround vowel. Especially under strongest 
stress or when final in a syllable it is often pronounced with considerable 
tension. The tongue may be raised so close to the front palate and the 
teeth-ridge that at its most extreme this sound approaches the articula
tion position of cardinal 1. It occurs only rarely and is normally the 
strongly-stressed equivalent of dialectal ft]. It occurs in the following 
words: [gin] given; [il] hill; ['kitiwstk] kittiwake; ['lisn] listen; [sit] 
sit; [siks] six. 

THE SHORT VOWELS OF STRESSED SYLLABLES. 
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3. [1] is the close front lax unround vowel, somewhat lower, more 
centralized and less tense than dialectal [i], but somewhat tenser than 
the vowel in RS "bi t" "wit" etc. I t is found in ['hiislmz] beestings; [dns] 
dress; [ifh.6V] flither; [ikttlui] kitten; [stuff] stretch; ['Gunl] thimble. 
4. [•*] is the close front-central lax unround vowel, lower, less tense and 
considerably more centralized than dialectal [L]. It normally occurs in 
unstressed syllables but is included here because it is sometimes found 
in stressed positions in such words as ['digin] digging; [fil] fill; ['niva] 
never; [pin] pin; [ipiimiDuz] primrose; ['film] shilling. 
5. [e] is the half-close front lax unround vowel, lower and considerably 
tenser than the vowel in RS "bi t" "wit" etc., but slightly lower, less 
tense and considerably more centralized than cardinal 2. I t occurs in 
[dek] deck; ['letPn] reckon; [jest] rest; [Jjemp] shrimp; [veks] vex; 
['wenta] winter. 
6. [0] is the half-close front lax round vowel, lower than the vowel in 
RS "bi t" "wit" etc., but lower, less tense and more centralized than 
cardinal 2. I t is the rounded equivalent of dialectal [e] and is extremely 
rare. Examples are [alp] help; [twerlv] twelve. 
7. [e] is the half-open front lax unround vowel, slightly raised from 
and more centralized than cardinal 3. It is found in [blsg] bleg, sea 
bream; ['kleim] clemmy, small stone; ['ssgi] seggy, sycamore; [steg] 
steg, gander; [op'skeld] upskelled, overturned; [lek] wreck. 
8. [ce] is the half-open front lax round vowel, slightly raised from and 
more centralized than cardinal 3. It occurs very seldom and is the 
rounded equivalent of dialectal [E] as in ['vcelvit?] velvet. 
9. [ae] is the raised open front lax unround vowel, pronounced 
approximately midway between dialectal [E] and [a], the tongue being 
lowered and retracted through approximately equal stages. In the 
Filey dialect this sound has a similar position of articulation (between 
half-open and open) to that of English vowel 4 as described by Jones,1 

but also seems to be rather more raised and centralized. A slight degree 
of tension often appears to occur in the articulation of this sound and 
this feature distinguishes it from the characteristic slack articulation of 
dialectal [E] and [a]. It is found in [aesk] ask; ['kaePl] cattle; [dasj] dash; 
[jaens] once; ['pasiit?] parrot; ['vaentfed] ventured. 
10. [a] is the open front lax unround vowel, somewhat raised from and 
considerably more centralized than cardinal 4. I t occurs in the following 
words: [jal] ale; [kaf] chaff; [dag] dag, rag to protect the hand; [igalasiz] 
gallows, braces; ['ladvdu] raddy-doo; [stiarj] strong. 

1 D. Jones, Outline of English Phonetics, (ath ed., Heffer, Cambridge, i960), p. 72. Hereafter 
cited in text as Jones, followed by the page number. 
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11. [B] is the open central lax unround vowel. I t is pronounced 
approximately midway between cardinals 4 and 5, but the centre of 
the tongue is raised to a position between half-open and open, though 
with no apparent tension. Dialectal [B] naturally occurs in unstressed 
syllables but is also found in stressed positions as indicated by the 
following examples: [red] lad; ['mem] many; [pel] pal; [xi'nremba] 
remember; [stand] stand; ['vejt] very. 
12. [a] is the open back lax unround vowel, somewhat raised and 
considerably advanced from cardinal 5. I t occurs in [bias] brass, 
money; ['flagstian] flagstone; [lamp] lamp; ['makril] mackerel; 
[ova'kap] overcap; ['waganaa] wagoner. 
13. [r>] is the open back lax round vowel, considerably raised and 
somewhat advanced from the cardinal 5 position. Its rounded quality is 
normally due to the influence of neighbouring labial consonants as is 
apparent from these examples: [«-!fDd] afford; [g'mDrj] among; ['bDskit] 
basket; [fokt] fact; [bmsth] honestly; [lnf] laugh. 
14. [o] is the half-open back lax round vowel, lowered from and 
considerably more centralized than cardinal 6. I t is much closer than the 
vowel in RS "fog" "cot" etc., and occurs in [biok] brock, cuckoo-spit; 
[klod] clod, penny; [fond] fond, foolish; [fo'wodn] forwoden, infested; 
[bp] lop, flea; [pos] purse. 
15. [A] is the half-open back-central lax unround vowel. This sound 
has a similar articulation position to that of English vowel 10 as 
described by Jones, 86, but somewhat raised and centralized. As an 
apparent borrowing from RS, it is used occasionally in stressed syllables 
by the more educated and less conservative speakers, replacing the 
more normal dialectal [o] in such words as [biAst] burst; ['kAnta] 
country; [kiAd] curd; ['Antgn] onion; ['sAmbodt] somebody; ['AnklJ 
uncle. However, it is also the unrounded equivalent of dialectal [0], 
considerably raised and centralized, as in [!fAjan] foreign; [jAp] shop; 
[tAp] top. 
16. [o] is the half-close back lax round vowel, lowered from and 
considerably more centralized than cardinal 7. It occurs in ['boSai] 
bother; ['fotin] footing; ['ondad] hundred; [nok] knock; [lok?] look; 
['wonda] wonder. 
17. [y] is the half-close back lax unround vowel, lowered from and 
considerably more centralized than cardinal 7. I t is the unrounded 
equivalent of dialectal [o]. Examples are [ktfp] cup; ]fjtfnt] front; 
[ftl] full; [p*l] pull; [p5p] pup; [stSd] stood. 
18. [o] is the close back lax round vowel, somewhat closer than 
cardinal 7, but very much lower, more centralized and less rounded than 
cardinal 8. Dialectal [o] appears in ['bolstan] bull-stone, sharpening-
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stone; ['klompaz] dumpers, clogs; ['kodt] cuddy, hedgesparrow; 
['kovmz] cuvvins, periwinkles; [ifozsk] fuzzock, fool; [mos] muss, 
concoction. 
19. [•»] is the close back-central lax unround vowel, very slightly 
raised from and considerably more centralized than dialectal [o]. I t is 
normally found in unstressed syllables but sometimes occurs in stressed 
positions in such words as [lamp] lump; [nat] nut ; [pat] put ; 
['sttmta:mz] sometimes; [sutf] such. 
20. [9] is the half-open central lax unround vowel. This is the typical 
vowel sound of unstressed syllables but is also found very occasionally in 
stressed positions, as in [and] end; ['hazband] husband; [las] less; 
[•mabt] maybe; [ian] ran; ^wadjSai] whether. 

Long Vowels 

21. [i:] is the close front tense unround vowel. Under strongest stress 
or when final it is often pronounced with very marked tension, and the 
tongue may be raised so close to the front palate and the teeth-ridge 
that at its most extreme this sound approaches the articulation position 

THE LONG VOWELS OF STRESSED SYLLABLES. 
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of cardinal i . When dialectal [i:] occurs finally in a word, this raising 
may even produce such a degree of constriction that very slight friction 
can occur. In a very narrow phonetic transcription the extremely 
close final position is indicated by the symbols [ij], [iJ] and [i: j]. The 
following words contain dialectal [i:]: [di:j] die; [!gji:dv] greedy; 
[ ^ i ^ a s ] Jesus, sixpence; [skwi:z] squeeze; [sti:] sty, ladder; ['wi:lai] 
wheeler, wheelwright. 
22. [t:] is the close front lax unround vowel, somewhat lower, more 
centralized and less tense than dialectal [i:]. I t occurs in [hrt:d] breed; 
[•ki.:lbo:t] keel-boat; [mvidl] needle; [spud] speed; [sti:p] steep; 
[tt:tj] teach. 
23. [e:] is the half-close front lax unround vowel, slightly lower, less 
tense and more centralized than cardinal 2. I t is found in [hie:k] 
break; [kle:] clay; [e:tj] each; [le:k] lake, play; [ 'pejotai] peashooter; 
[pje:tfj preach. 
24. [e:] is the half-open front lax unround vowel, very slightly raised 
from and more centralized than cardinal 3. It is found in the following 
words: ['gleizt] glazy, oilskin coat; ['meistai] master; [oki'pejan] 
occupation; [pe:] pay; [ije:dvo:] radio; [sE:m] saim, lard. 
25. [ae:] is the raised open front lax unround vowel, pronounced 
approximately midway between dialectal [«:] and [a:], but somewhat 
raised from and more centralized than English vowel 4 as described by 
Jones, 72. Words containing dialectal [ae:] are ['gae:dn] garden; 
['semis] harness; ['pseitj'na.i] partner; ['Jaeipaj] sharper, more quickly; 
[stae:t?] start ; [jae:n] yarn. 
26. [a:] is the open front lax unround vowel, somewhat raised from 
and considerably more centralized than cardinal 4. I t occurs in 
['gaiGanl] garthangle, gaff; [sa:k] sark; ['skaua] scarer, sea-anemone; 
['staindil] starndill, starling; [lwa:fij] warfish, razor-fish; [wa:k] 
work. 
27. [a:] is the open back lax unround vowel, slightly raised and 
somewhat advanced from the cardinal 5 position. Examples include 
[!ba:nd3j] binder; ['baaidzmeid] bridesmaid; ['klaitad] darted, 
smeared with dirt; [fa:v] five; [ta:d] tide; ['vaiht] violet. 
28. [D:] is the open back lax round vowel, considerably raised and 
somewhat advanced from the cardinal 5 position. It is found in ['D :fl] 
awful; [bk>:] blow; [dxo:n] drawn; [!nD:ti.s] notice; ['tro:te] trawler; 
[wo:k] walk. 
29. [o:] is the half-open back lax round vowel, very slightly lowered 
from and somewhat more centralized than cardinal 6. Dialectal [o:] 
appears in [fo:f] faugh, fallow; ['moipt] mopy, foolish; [sko:p] scalp; 
[skio:t] scrawt, scratch; [vo:g] vogue; [jo:1] yawl. 
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30. [o:] is the half-close back lax round vowel, somewhat lower and 
more centralized than cardinal 7. I t occurs in the following: [a'go:] ago; 
[ko:t] coat; ['poikm] poking; [jo;d] road; [skoitj] scout, guillemot; 
[so:k] soak. 
31. [o:] is the lowered close back lax round vowel, somewhat closer 
than cardinal 7, but very much lower, more centralized and less 
rounded than cardinal 8. Dialectal [o:] is seen in these words: [!bo:ki.] 
bookie; [fo:d] food; [ lgJo:mm] grooming; [mo:9] mouth; [jo:nd] 
round; [Jo:] shoe. 
32. [u:] is the close back lax round vowel, somewhat lowered and 
centralized from the cardinal 8 position. Slightly under-rounded, this 
sound nevertheless has much more pronounced lip-rounding than 
dialectal [o:]. The following words contain dialectal [u:]: [ku:l] cowl, 
swelling; [bb'sku:s] lobscouse; rjluizt] lousy; [mu:s] mouse; ['iu:Jnz] 
rooshens, people; [spu:t] spout. 
33. [«•:] is the close back-central lax unround vowel, somewhat raised 
from and considerably more centralized than dialectal [o:]. Its rare 
occurrence is illustrated in the foUowing examples: [i«:nd] round; 
[s»:n] soon. 
34. [a:] is the ha If-open central lax unround vowel found in [la:h] 
early; [a:d] heard; ['maitfant] merchant; ['marmeid] mermaid; 
[ji-'sa:tj] research; [wa:d] word. 
35. [e:] is the half-open front-central lax unround vowel, somewhat 
raised from and considerably more centralized than cardinal 3 but 
somewhat lowered from and more centralized than dialectal [«:], It 
occurs in [be:9] birth; fjse:klaj] circular; [kon'se:n] concern; [ke:b] 
kerb; [pe:l] pearl; [te:n] turn. 

Diphthongs 

36. [ii] The first element has the same position of articulation as that of 
dialectal [i] and is typically half-long. It is pronounced with considerable 
tension and bears the greater stress. The second element is similar to 
dialectal [*], but somewhat lower and more centralized. This diphthong 
is found in the following words: [kiik] cake; [iil] heel; [aiil] real; [ink] 
reek; ['siizn] season; [siin] soon. 
37. [ia] The first element is a sound lowered and somewhat centralized 
from cardinal 1. Normally it is half-long, bears the greater stress and is 
pronounced with considerable tension. The second element is the 
typical half-open central vowel of unstressed syllables. The diphthong 
occurs in [biaf] bough; [kiav] cave, clean fishing-lines; [fliaa] floor; 
['giasgab] goosegob, gooseberry; [miai] mare; [sniad] snood. 
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38. [vi] The first element is the close front lax unround vowel, slightly-
lowered and centralized from the position of dialectal [t]. The second 
element consists of a sound somewhat lowered and centralized from 
cardinal 1. Examples of this diphthong include [a'giu] agree; [ut] eat ; 
[nut] night; [sti] sea; [tii] tea; [wtik] weak. 
39. [ii] The first element has a position of articulation approximately 
midway between dialectal [i] and [1]. I t is pronounced with considerable 
tension though it is normally less tense than dialectal [i]. The greater 
stress falls on this element which is typically half-long. It is followed by 
a slightly lowered and more centralized version of dialectal [*]. The 
following words contain this diphthong: [tjup] cheap; [khiz] clothes; 
[fuld] field; ['piiitjai] preacher; ['sku-nm] skaning. 
40. [to] The first element is similar to dialectal [t], somewhat raised 
and fronted, though still markedly lower and more centralized than 
dialectal [i]. The second element is the longer and bears the greater 
stress. I t is the lowered close back slack round vowel. The diphthong is 
found in [dto] due; [ho] few; [fiomz] fumes; [nioz] news; [pho] 
plough; ['tiozdi] Tuesday. 
41. [ui] The first element is the same as that of dialectal [to] above 
(§40). The second element is a close back lax round vowel, somewhat 
lowered and centralized from the cardinal 8 position. Examples of this 
diphthong are [dmk] duke; [fuid] feud; [ntut] newt; [ptu] pew; 
[pja'duis] produce, supply; [siut] suit. 
42. [1.3] The first element is a sound approximately midway between 
dialectal [i] and [t]. I t is normally half-long and bears the greater stress. 
Though pronounced with considerable tension it is less tense than 
dialectal [i]. The second element is the typical half-open central vowel 
of unstressed syllables. The diphthong appears in [has] face; [ftal] fool; 
[ham] lame; [stian] stone; [uaf] tough; [ial] whole. 
43. [ii] A sound somewhat lower and more centralized than dialectal 
[i] forms the first element of this diphthong. Its position is approxi
mately that of dialectal [i], slightly lower, more centralized and less 
tense than cardinal 1. Examples of its occurrence are [a'sliip] asleep; 
[biitfj beach; [bii] bee; [kliin] clean; [liisi :t] eyesight; [trii] tree. 
44. [k] The first element is a sound lower and more centralized than 
dialectal [•*]. It is followed by the close front lax unround vowel, 
somewhat raised and fronted from the position of dialectal [t]. This 
element is longer and carries greater stress. The diphthong is found in 
['lktid] lighted; ['pkkok] peacock; ['pkpl] people; ['skkiat?] secret; 
[Jkp] sheep; [spktf] speech. 
45. [*Q] This diphthong differs from dialectal [10] above only in the 
articulation position of its first element which in this case is slightly 
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lowered from and more centralized than dialectal [i]. The rare instances 
of [io] are seen in [fio] few; [nio] knew; [miol] mule. 
46. [iu] A sound slightly lowered from and more centralized than 
dialectal [i] forms the first element of this diphthong which is in all 
other respects identical with dialectal [ui] above (§41). It occurs in 
[•kiua] cure; ['diuti:] duty; [fiu] few; ['niuli] newly; [stiu] stew; 
[tiiu8] truth. 
47. [ei] The first element is a sound slightly lower, less tense and more 
centralized than cardinal 2. I t has a position of articulation slightly 
raised and fronted from that of dialectal [t] and is rather more tense. 
Some examples of this diphthong are: [a'stetd] astead; [tfeist] chased; 
[peist] paste; [plets] place; [teik] take; [tieid] trade. 
48. [ei] The initial sound is slightly lower, less tense and more 
centralized than cardinal 2. Typically it is half-long and carries the 
stronger stress. The second element is similar to dialectal [4], but is 
lowered and more centralized. The following words include this 
diphthong: [kleind] cleaned; [leiv] leave; [leif] loaf; [ieid] red; 
['staeindzlt] strangely; [teitj] teach. 
49. [ea] The first element is the half-close front lax unround vowel, 
slightly lower, more centralized and less tense than cardinal 2. Normally 
half-long, it also bears the greater stress. The second element is the 
typical half-open central vowel of unstressed syllables. The following 
words contain dialectal [eg]: [deaf] deaf; [eak] hook; ['peastit] pastry; 
[sean] soon; [steal] stool; [teal] tale. 
50. [ei] The first element is a sound slightly raised from and more 
centralized than cardinal 3. I t is normally half-long and carries the 
greater stress. The second element has an articulation position similar 
to that of dialectal [1], very slightly raised. This diphthong is found in 
[bm] bray, beat; [kmzd] crazed, vexed; [ket] key; ['meipoal] maypole; 
[pms] price; [setl] sail. 
51. [ei] This diphthong has the same initial sound as that of dialectal 
[ei] above (§50). It is followed by a somewhat lower and more centralized 
version of dialectal [i] and appears in the following words: ['aim] 
ailing; [bat] bait; ['geitPpost] gatepost; [leik] lake, play; [ ' tsti] 
potato; [vein] vein. 
52. [ea] The first element is a sound very slightly raised from and 
somewhat more centralized than cardinal 3. Normally half-long, it also 
bears the greater stress. The second element is the typical half-open 
central vowel of unstressed syllables. Some examples of this diphthong 
are as follows: ['beatjban] baitband; ['geansr] guernsey, pullover; 
[•meanbieas] mainbrace; [peat] part ; ['jeazn] raisin; [skeav] skave, 
ploughwheel. 
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53. [set] The raised open front lax unround vowel pronounced 
approximately midway between dialectal [e] and [a] forms the first 
element of this diphthong. Typically it is half-long and bears the 
greater stress. It is followed by a sound somewhat raised from and more 
tense than dialectal [1]. The diphthong occurs in [taeis] entice; [kaei] 
quay; ['kwaeiat] quiet; [skiaetk] skrike; [taseip] tripe; [waei] weigh. 
54. [aea] The initial sound has the same position and characteristics 
as those of dialectal [aei] above (§53). The second element is the typical 
half-open central vowel of unstressed syllables. The diphthong occurs 
only rarely and is found in these words: [baea] buy; [kaeat] cart; [iiJtaead] 
retired; [waeal] while. 
55. [at] The first element consists of a sound similar to dialectal [a], 
raised and centralized from the cardinal 4 position. It is normally 
half-long and carries the greater stress. The second element is identical 
with that of dialectal [331] above (§53). Examples include [fat] fay, 
winnow; [fiaip] flipe, brim of hat; [gJaip] gripe, manure-fork; [paik] 
pike, point-end of anvil; [slaip] slipe, plough-blade; [taid] tide, measure 
of fish. 
56. [ai] The first element is a sound identical with that of dialectal 
[at] above (§55). It is followed by the close front-central lax unround 
vowel, very slightly lowered from and more centralized than dialectal 
[i]. The following words contain this diphthong: ['bailda] bilder, more 
sheltered; ['daknand] diamond; [pjaiz] prize; [jt1 plaid] replied; [tiai] 
try; ['waialas] wireless. 
57. [ao] The initial sound is somewhat raised and considerably 
centralized from cardinal 4. It is the longer element and bears the 
greater stress. Following it is the close back round vowel, somewhat 
raised and retracted from the position of dialectal [o]. The diphthong is 
found in [tfao] chaw, grumble; ['kaolai] couler, scraper; [d3aol] jowl, 
sea-swell; [lao] low, small plaice; ['paotfai] poacher; [staop] stoop, 
doorpost. 
58. [aa] The first element has the same position and characteristics as 
those of dialectal [at] above (§55). This is followed by the typical half-
open central vowel of unstressed syllables. The diphthong appears in 
[daak] dark; [ifiaada] Friday; ['laatl] little; [maak] mark; [ijaavm] 
riving; [saal] sile, young herring. 
59. [,ev] The first element is the open central lax unround vowel, 
pronounced approximately midway between cardinals 4 and 5. It is the 
longer and bears the greater stress. The second element is a sound 
slightly raised from the position of dialectal [t]. The following words 
illustrate the occurrence of this diphthong: ['BISUI] icing; [reif] life; 
[nets] nice; [twBis] twice; [wmt] white; [wetf] wife, woman. 
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60. [BO] This diphthong begins with an open central lax unround vowel 
pronounced approximately midway between cardinals 4 and 5. It is the 
longer element and bears the greater stress. A close back round vowel 
very similar in quality to dialectal [o] follows it. The diphthong is 
heard in [keo] cow; [g-reond] ground; [eot?] ought; ['-realm] rolling; 
[JBO] row, commotion, quarrel; ['team] towing. 
61. [cu] The open back lax unround vowel, raised and considerably 
advanced from cardinal 5, forms the first element of this diphthong. It 
is normally half-long and carries the greater stress. It is followed by the 
close front lax unround vowel, slightly raised from the position of 
dialectal [1]. Examples include [dead] died; [fain] fine; [pcap] pipe; 
[acad] ride; ['sampost] signpost; [waiz] wise. 
62. [ai] This diphthong has the same initial sound as that of dialectal 
[ca] above (§61). The second element is the close front-central unround 
vowel, very slightly lowered from the position of dialectal [i]. I t is 
found in the following: [g^aiv] alive; [diaiv] drive; [pai] pie; [p-iaid] 
pride; [scald] siled, infested; [SCH~] size. 
63. [ao] This diphthong has an initial sound somewhat raised and 
centralized from cardinal 5. This element is the longer and bears the 
greater stress. I t is followed by a close back round vowel very similar in 
quality to dialectal [o]. Examples include: ['laodai] louder; [maol] 
mole; ['aonaj] owner; [paond] pound; [saold] sold; [saol] soul. 
64. [au] The first element has the same quality and characteristics as 
thoseof dialectal [ao] above (§63). The secondelement is a soundsomewhat 
lowered and centralized from the position of cardinal 8. Words containing 
this diphthong are: [baul] bowl; [bau] bow-shaped strut of crabpot; 
[biaut] brought; [hiaun] brown; [kauld] cold; ['dauh] dowly, gloomy. 
65. [a*] The first element has the same quality and characteristics as 
those of dialectal [ao] above (§63). It is followed by a close back-central 
unround vowel, very slightly raised from and considerably more 
centralized than dialectal [o]. Its rare appearance is illustrated in such 
words as ['fa^ndi-d] founded; [ia«ld] rolled; [taakj1] talk. 
66. [as] The initial element is a sound somewhat raised and advanced 
from the cardinal 5 position. It is followed by the typical half-open 
central vowel of unstressed syllables and occurs in ['diaava] driver; 
[faav] five; [m'sagd] inside; [laan] line; ['naanti] ninety; [paant] pint. 
67. [DI] This diphthong begins with the open back lax round vowel, 
considerably raised from and more centralized than cardinal 5. Normally 
half-long, it also carries the greater stress. The second element is the 
close front lax unround vowel, slightly raised from the position of 
dialectal [1]. I t is found in these words: [brat] bite; [bDtl] boil; ['DI.9] 

higher; [d3Dind] joined; [mxz] noise. 
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68. [D4] The initial sound has the same quality and characteristics as 
those of dialectal [m] above (§67). Following it is a close front-central 
unround vowel, very slightly lowered from the position of dialectal [i]. 
I t occurs rarely, but is illustrated in such words as ['btindo] binder; 
[br>il] boil; ['pokn] poison. 
69. [DO] The first element is the open back lax round vowel, con
siderably raised and somewhat centralized from cardinal 5. It is the 
longer and carries the greater stress. The second element is a close back 
round vowel, very similar in quality to dialectal [o]. The diphthong 
appears in [kiDold] crawled; ['dootgj] daughter; ['dDolfol] doleful; 
[•fDoldui] folded; [gjDo6] growth; [pool] pole. 
70. [DU] The initial sound has the same quality and characteristics as 
those of dialectal [DO] above (§69). The second element is a close back 
round vowel somewhat lowered and centralized from the cardinal 8 
position. It occurs only rarely, as in [bDut] bought; [bDu] bow-shaped 
strut of crabpot; [tJDu] chaw, quid of tobacco; ['kDunsiloi] councillor; 
[giDu] grow. 
71. [xm] The first element is identical with that of dialectal [DO] 
above (§69). It is followed by a close back-central unround vowel, very 
slightly raised from and considerably more centralized than dialectal 
[o]. This diphthong is found in the following: [gDald] gold; [o»m] home; 
[pan] own; [ID»1] roll; [SD»] though; [ttmld] told. 
72. [DO] The initial element of this diphthong has the same quality and 
characteristics as those of dialectal [DI] above (§67). It is followed by the 
typical half-open central vowel of unstressed syllables and is heard in 
['blooto] bloater; [btoo] blow; [kDol] call; [mod] mole; ['noonthn] 
nineteen. 
73. [01] The first element is somewhat lowered and centralized from 
the position of cardinal 6. I t is the longer and bears the greater stress. 
The second element is the close front lax unround vowel, slightly 
raised from the position of dialectal [t]. I t is found in the following 
words: ['bodi-] boily, bread and milk; [di'stiotoi] destroyer; [fot] foy, 
salvageable wreck; [d30vs] joist; [bista] oyster; [sod] soil. 
74. [o*] The initial sound has the same quality and characteristics as 
those of dialectal [oi] above (§73). The second element is a close front-
central unround vowel, very slightly lowered from the position of 
dialectal [i]. Examples include [boild] boiled; ['boiolo] boiler; [^oinoa] 
joiner; [oil] oil; [point.?] point; ['poiznd] poisoned. 
75. [00] The first element is a sound slightly lowered and somewhat 
centralized from cardinal 6. I t is the longer and carries the greater 
stress. The second element is a close back round vowel, very similar in 
quality to dialectal [o]. The diphthong occurs in [bokod] awkward; 
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[oold] howled; [maoG] mouth; ['pbostarj] ploughstring; [skaop] scoop; 
[stoop] stoop, platform. 
76. [ou] This diphthong has the same initial element as that of 
dialectal [DO] above (§75). Following it is a close back round vowel, 
lowered and centralized from the cardinal 8 position. It is found in 
[a'gou] ago; ['boub] bowler, hoop; [bbun] blown; [tfou] chaw, grumble; 
['doutai] daughter; [oum] home. 
77. [o»] The first element has the same quality and characteristics as 
those of dialectal [oo] above (§75). The second element is a close back-
central unround vowel, very slightly raised from and considerably more 
centralized than dialectal [o]. Words containing this diphthong include 
[oap] hope; [noan] known; [loa] low; ['sloah] slowly; ['stoakm] 
stoking; [Groat] throat. 
78. [oa] This diphthong begins with a sound somewhat lowered and 
centralized from the cardinal 6 position. The first element is normally 
half-long and bears the greater stress. The second element is the typical 
half-open central vowel of unstressed syllables. The following words 
contain dialectal [oa]: [foat?] fault; [bah] holy; [ ^ o a k m ] joking; 
[mD3nd3] mange; [spoan] spawn; [tioal] trawl. 
79. [AO] This diphthong occurs only rarely. Its first element is the 
half-open back-central lax unround vowel. I t is longer than the follow
ing sound and carries the greater stress. The second element is a close 
back round vowel, very similar in quality to dialectal [o]. Examples are 
[bJAon] brown; [kbot] clout; ['fAoai] four; ['nAodah] northerly; [JAO] 
row, propel with oars; [tGrAo] through. 
80. [ot] The initial element is the half-close back lax round vowel, 
somewhat lowered and centralized from cardinal 7. It is normally 
half-long and carries the greater stress. Following it is the close front 
lax unround vowel, very slightly raised from the position of dialectal 
[1]. Examples of the rare occurrence of this diphthong are: [bot] boy; 
[boi] buoy; [spoil] spoil. 
81. [oi] The first element has the same quality and characteristics as 
those of dialectal [01] above (§80). The second element is the close front-
central unround vowel, somewhat lower and more centralized than 
dialectal [i]. I t is found only rarely. Examples are ['boihn] boiling; 
[spoil] spoil. 
82. [00] This diphthong begins with the half-close back round vowel, 
considerably lowered and somewhat centralized from the position of 
cardinal 7. I t is followed by a close back round vowel similar in quality 
to dialectal [o]. It occurs in ['ooldrd] holded; [oop] hoop; [pe'tioolui] 
patrolling; [joop] rope; ['skoonai] schooner; [smook] smoke. 
83. [ou] The initial element has the same quality and characteristics 
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as those of dialectal [oo] above (§82). The second element is the close 
back round vowel, slightly lowered from the cardinal 8 position. The 
diphthong is heard in the following words: [blou] blow; [bou] bow-
shaped strut of crabpot; [bioun] brown; [kouk] cook; ['kounsil] 
council. 
84. [oa] This diphthong begins with the half-close back round vowel, 
somewhat lowered and centralized from cardinal 7. It is normally 
half-long and carries the greater stress. The second element is a close 
back-central unround vowel, somewhat raised from and considerably 
more centralized than dialectal [o]. It appears in [loans] allowance, 
snack; ['boatj'bikto.i] boatbuilder; [tfoakt] choked; ['koalfif] coalfish; 
[ipouni] pony; [ioad] road. 
85. [oa] The initial sound has the same quality and characteristics as 
those of dialectal [oa] above (§84). It is followed by the typical half-open 
central vowel of unstressed syllables. The diphthong is heard in ['bloata] 
bloater; ['boadm] boarding; [boat] bought; [koaz] cause; [float] float; 
[vo9t] vote. 
86. [TSo] The initial sound is very slightly lower but considerably more 
centralized and less rounded than dialectal [o]. It is followed by a close 
back round vowel which has a position of articulation similar to that of 
dialectal [o]. It occurs only rarely, and is heard in such words as 
['hi onin] browning; [TJos] house; [iJfond] round; [JVot?] shout; 
[S*o] though; [t9r*o] through. 
87. ["8u] The first element has the same quality and characteristics as 
those of dialectal [tfo] above (§86). The second element is a sound slightly 
lowered from the cardinal 8 position. It is of very rare occurrence, and 
appears in [•E'I^U] allow; [k*uk] cook; ['ktfunsUa] councillor; [dtfut] 
doubt; [8ut?] ought. 
88. [01] The initial sound is somewhat raised from the position of 
dialectal [o]. It is normally half-long and bears the greater stress. 
Following it is the close front lax unround vowel, slightly raised from 
dialectal [t]. This diphthong, which is very rare, is heard in [boi] buoy ; 
[lot] lea, scythe; [loind] ruined. 
89. [oi] The first element has the same quality and characteristics as 
those of dialectal [ot] above (§88). The second element is the close front-
central lax unround vowel, very similar in quality to dialectal [4]. This 
rare diphthong is found in the following words: ['koiduoi] corduroy; 
[fjoid] feud; ['noitisabl] noticeable. 
90. [ou] The initial element is the close back lax round vowel, some
what more centralized and considerably less rounded than dialectal [o]. 
Following it is a close back round vowel, slightly lowered from the 
position of cardinal 8. The diphthong appears in [bouns] bounce; 
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[foul] foul; [loud] loud; [mouG] mouth; [stouk] stook; ['Oouzgnd] 
thousand. 
91. [o«] This diphthong begins with a close back lax round vowel 
which has a position of articulation very similar to that of dialectal [o]. 
It is normally half-long and bears the greater stress. Following it is the 
close back-central unround vowel, slightly raised from and considerably 
more centralized than dialectal [•»]. It occurs in ['bowkd] boarded; 
[ibotum] boring; [do»l] dole; ['poah]poorly; [/out] short; [t0oan] thorn. 
92. [09] The initial element has the same quality and characteristics 
as those of dialectal [ou] above (§91). The second element is the typical 
half-open central vowel of unstressed syllables. Examples are 
[g'kogdinlai.] accordingly; [fogk] folk; [ifoajog] foreshore; [logn] loan, 
lane; ['logdsaid] roadside; [sogd] sword. 
93. [u»] A sound somewhat lowered and slightly centralized from 
cardinal 8 forms the first element. It is usually half-long and carries the 
greater stress. The second element is the close back-central unround 
vowel, very slightly raised from and considerably more centralized than 
dialectal [•«•]. The diphthong is heard in [ku»l] coal; [du»] door; 
[fhraa] flour; [pu«] poor; [luttd] road; [suwt] sort. 
94. [ug] The diphthong has the same initial sound as that of dialectal 
[ua] above (§93). It is followed by the typical half-open central vowel 
of unstressed syllables. Words containing this diphthong include [ugnd] 
horned; [inugzband] noseband; ['lugjgl] rural; [spuat] sport; [Grugt] 
throat; [tians'pugtui] transported. 
95. [«o] This diphthong begins with the close front central unround 
vowel, somewhat lowered from and more centralized than dialectal [*]. 
It is followed by a close back round vowel very similar in quality to 
dialectal [o]. The following words contain the diphthong: [buoz] 
booze; [guon] gown; [aofj hoof; [lrm*ovin] moving; [s«ond] sound; 
[tj«o0] truth. 
96. [«u] The first element has the same quality and characteristics as 
those of dialectal [«o] above (§95). The second element is a sound some
what lowered from and less rounded than cardinal 8. Examples include 
[kttuntj"] count; [kraun] crown; ['dniundid] drownded; [iJnau] enow, 
presently; [fi«ut?] fruit; [rm*unt] mount. 
97. [9t] This diphthong begins with the half-open central lax unround 
vowel. The second element is a close front lax sound,very slightly raised 
and fronted from the position of dialectal [t]. It is of rare occurrence and 
is found in such words as [fgild] field; [tatv] leave; [ngtt] night; [pj9is] 
price; [tgv] tea. 


